BuzzWorthy Beeworks
1009 N Division St, Braidwood IL 60408  Phone: 815-600-9633  BuzzWorthyBeeWorks@gmail.com

Beekeeping Equipment and Supplies
2020 Pricelist
Pick up all orders in Braidwood. By appointment only.
Please call ahead to arrange a time for pick up of orders.
(Prices subject to change)

Complete 10 Frame Assembled Hive
Includes commercial grade woodenware, glued and stapled select grade assembled frames, beeswax coated
foundation, telescoping cover with metal top, ventilated inner cover with 2” of insulation, entrance reducer and choice
of screened or solid bottom board. Painted with 2 coats of exterior grade paint.

Your choice of configuration – pick the number of hive bodies and supers to suit your needs.
10 frame
Complete hive with 1 hive body (9 5/8") ................................................................................

110.00

Complete hive with 2 hive bodies (9 5/8") ..............................................................................

150.00

Complete hive with 2 hive bodies (9 5/8"), 2 medium honey supers (6 5/8") .........................

240.00

Complete hive with 3 medium supers (6 5/8") ........................................................................

200.00

Double Nucs  Stop Buying Bees





Raise two separate colonies side-by-side
Make splits and raise queens in the summer
Over-winter in the same boxes
Avoid buying packages and be sustainable

Double 4 frame nuc base. Use to raise queens,
make splits & over-winter (frames and supers extra)....................... 65.00
Divided Hive Body for Double Nuc
A partitioned deep hive body that is divided down the center creates
a stable base when additional stories are added (not included. See below).
Spaced to set four frames on both sides with entrances on opposing sides. Bottom
board is attached. Includes a standard 10 frame telescoping cover and
cloth inner cover. Frames and supers not included
Add 8 deep frames with foundation........................................................... 24.00

Extra supers for nucs
Provide room to grow in summer and supers of honey for your over-wintered nucs. Use standard 9 1/8” frames.
4 frame 9 1/8” super assembled and painted (Frames and foundation not included) .......................... 20.00 each

Save $$$ with a complete 16 frame double nuc
Includes double base, top, bottom, two extra supers and 16 frames with foundation ............................................$149

Assembled 10 frame hive components

10 frame

1 medium honey super (6 5/8") painted, with assembled frames and foundation: ................

48.00

1 hive body (9 5/8") painted, with assembled frames and foundation: ..................................

60.00

10 glued and stapled assembled frames, natural beeswax coated foundation ......................

32.00

Complete 8 frame hive
2 hive bodies (9 5/8”) ........................................................................only 135.00
Includes solid bottom, ventilated inner cover with insulation, entrance reducer,
telescoping outer cover with metal cover, frames with foundation

Ventilated Inner Cover ................................................................ 25.00
Inner cover with great ventilation and insulation for year round use. Makes it
easier for bees to regulate the temperature and evaporate moisture. Includes
upper entrance and double screens on vent holes to keep out robbers and small
hive beetles. Removable 2 inches of insulation included for winter use.

Division Board feeders (1 gallon) ........................................................................... 8.00
Improved version with lined sides includes cross supports
to avoid bulging when full. Includes wooden floats.

Telescoping cover with metal top......................................................................... 25.00
Queen excluder (metal bound) 10 frame ............................................................. 10.00
Screened Bottom Board 10 frame ....................................................................... 25.00
Bottom Board (solid) 10 frame ............................................................................ 18.00

Apiary health checkup & tutoring available
Not sure what is going on with your bees? Confused by all the contradictory information you hear?
Consider some tutoring or help assessing your bee’s health. Don’t wait until it’s too late.
It’s easy. Just pick from the list of topics below and call for an appointment. Visit minimum is 1 hour
for $100 with each additional hour $50 for a maximum of 4 hours per visit. Maximum four hour visit is
$250. Fees based on travel distance of 30 miles from Braidwood. Further distance will be additional
cost. Any supplies or equipment supplied will be additional. Maximum of 3 people assisted per visit
to keep each session personalized for your individual needs.

Mentoring

Hive Assessment

Q&A

Queen evaluation

Mite testing and treatment

